ACADEMIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION/CIF SAN FRANCISCO SECTION
BOYS SOCCER ALL-CITY 2014-15

MOST VALUABLE FORWARD
Alex Ruppert  SR  Lowell

MOST VALUABLE MIDFIELDER
Tim Eilers  SR  Lowell

MOST VALUABLE DEFENDER
Luis Bautista  SR  Lowell

MOST VALUABLE GOAL KEEPER
Aidan Powers-Riggs  SR  Lowell

FIRST TEAM
Jonathan Blanco  SR  Galileo
Uzoma Onuoma  SR  Galileo
Colin Babich  JR  Lincoln
Juan Galvez  SR  Lincoln
Brendan Pang  SR  Lincoln
Luis Bautista  SR  Lowell
Tim Eilers  SR  Lowell
Aidan Powers-Riggs  SR  Lowell
Alex Ruppert  SR  Lowell
Kevin Soto  SR  Marshall
Juan Rojo  SR  O'Connell

SECOND TEAM
Fernando Troncoso  JR  Balboa
Juan Sanchez  JR  Galileo
Francisco Vega  SO  Galileo
Saul Cortez  JR  Lincoln
Adrian Torres  JR  Lincoln
Even Berhe  SR  Lowell
Noah Boden-Gologorsky  JR  Lowell
Freddy Marin  SR  Lowell
Stefan Morgan  JR  Lowell
Edwin Rodriguez  SO  Mission
Jose Luis Sanchez  SO  O'Connell

HONORABLE MENTION
Eamon McLoughlin  SO  Balboa
Juan Rodriguez  SO  Balboa
Erik Arias  FR  Galileo
Larry Fonseca  JR  Galileo
Jose Gomez  JR  Galileo
Hunter Collins  SR  Lincoln
Jeffrey Fuentes  SR  Lincoln
Carl Houweling  JR  Lowell
Nicholas Kaliss  SO  Lowell
Jacob Pachter  SR  Lowell
Luis Menacho  SR  Wallenberg

COACH OF THE YEAR
Juan Lopez  Lowell